**Liquid Scale Dissolver**

**FOR SCALE & CORROSION REMOVAL**

**With Superior, Low Foaming Corrosion Inhibitors and pH Color Control**

**FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY**

**5 U.S. Gallons (18.9 Liters)**

**CLOSING INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. If acid contacts skin or clothing, flush with plenty of water. Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician.

2. Rinse eyes cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. Call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician if you feel unwell.

**IF ON SKIN: (or hair):**

Rinse thoroughly with water for at least 15 minutes. Remove contaminated clothing and launder before reuse.

**IF IN EYES:**

Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. If irritation persists, call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician.

**IF INHALED:**

Move victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for breathing. Call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician if you feel unwell.

**IF SWALLOWED:**

Do not induce vomiting. Drink plenty of water. Rinse mouth. DO NOT induce vomiting. Drink plenty of water. Rinse mouth. DO NOT induce vomiting.

**STORAGE:**

Keep container tightly closed. Store locked up.

**DISPOSAL:**

Keep out of reach of children. Store in a well-ventilated place. Disposal should be in accordance with applicable regional, national and international regulations.

**PREVENTION:**

Wear face, head and any required extra breathing, after handling. Do not eat or drink when using this product. Take only as directed. Avoid skin contact and eye exposure. Store away from food, drink and animal feeding stuffs. Do not use close to food, feed or water supply.

**HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLUTION**

UN 1789 4330-05

**5 U.S. Gallons (18.9 Liters)**

**FOR SALE AND USE ONLY IN INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL MARKETS.**

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE:**

1. Pour one gallon of Liquid Scale Dissolver into a sump or other receptacle to remove loose scale and sludge. Fill system with fresh water, adding one gallon of Liquid Scale Dissolver for every 20 gallons of water.

2. Drain water from sump and flush out system to remove loose scale and sludge. Fill system with fresh water, adding one gallon of Liquid Scale Dissolver for every 20 gallons of water.

3. Closely supervise the entire cleaning operation. Do not leave Liquid Scale Dissolver in the system longer than is necessary to remove scale build up, and never longer than 6 hours. Be careful about cleaning systems which may have corroded to the extent that metal is held in place with scale or corrosion products. When these deposits are removed, leaks may develop.

4. Once the solution has formed, the liquid must be circulated continuously to achieve proper neutralization. Stop the recirculating water flow, and let the acid solution stand for 30 minutes. Resume recirculating the solution until the pH indicator in the solution is green (or blue, if pH indicator is blue). This indicates that scale is removed and the solution should be Neutral.

5. If it is not possible to observe the solution color, use the pH test strips included with the package to determine whether the solution has been Neutralized. After cleaning, thoroughly rinse system with flowing water, making sure any residues from the scale dissolving process have been thoroughly flushed.
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